
The Fabric SEG light box is our most

popular display for vibrant indoor

advertising. This backlit illuminated light

box offers a frameless appearance,

highlighting elegantly the vivacious colors

of your content. Printed on Fabric Silicone

Edge material, your graphic is installed or

updated within minutes on its frame,

making change-outs easy and fun.

Made to order in any size, large formats

Fabric SEG displays create an immersive

experience, memorable for any type of

audience.

Indoor UseUL-ListedMade in

the USA

»

»

Durable extruded aluminum construction

Ultra thin frame

+ Anodized silver / matte black

powder coat standard

» SEG Printed using dye sublimation + Custom powder coat colors available

» Backlit for full illumination coverage + Custom sizes, up to 16’ x 320’

» Energy efficient LED strips + One-sided or dual-sided

» UL-Listed + Vertical or Horizontal orientation

» 2-year warranty + Hardwired or standard wall plug

» Ideal for commercial indoor use + Dimmable (requires hardwiring)

+ Color Temperature: 4100K, 6500K or y6500 

High Output (HO)
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Illumination

Minimized 

reflected light
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MODEL A MODEL B MODEL C

Product code SGSB / SGLB SGTB SGDB

Panel depth 3 – 7/8” 2 – 7/8” 5”

Face frame width 1/16”

Power cord
8’ cord, exits out

from back or side

8’ cord, exits out

from back or side

8’ cord, exits out

from side

30” x 40” 25 lbs
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We will advise the type of graphic

you need based on your intended

environment.

We can manage your graphic prints

& updates with a subscription model.

The Graphic tucks 

into the channel 

of the light box 

thanks to a sewed 

silicon edge.

LensCrafters (Portland, OR) Gold Gym (Glendale, CA) Morphe (Torrance, CA)

*A bleed of 1” needs to be added to your graphic file on all sides to determine the graphic size based on the outside dimensions.

Willis Tower Museum Exhibit (Chicago, IL)

Exact size and weight depends on the client's

individual needs. Refer to your DSA point of

contact for this information.

Example:
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